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Watch your desktop bloom throughout the year. Vivid tangerine and pink Dahlias arranged in a

white pitcher. An arbor swathed in â€œScarlet Fireâ€• roses. And on the cover, a blooming

Peony-flowered tulip. Displaying a lively assortment of wildflower-carpeted landscapes, informal

bouquets, garden portraits, vintage botanical illustrations, and composed studio shots in sumptuous

full color, this calendar is a daily indulgence for the flower lover.
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Workman Publishing Company has been producing award-winning calendars, cookbooks, parenting

guides, and childrenâ€™s titles, as well as gardening, humor, self-help, and business books, since

1968. From our What to ExpectÂ® pregnancy and parenting series and Page-A-DayÂ® Calendars

to the iconic 1,000 Places to See Before You DieÂ® and Brain QuestÂ® children&#39;s products,

our wide range of high-quality non-fiction titles and products inspire, educate, and entertain readers

around the globe.

My eyesight is not the best these days, even with glasses. The pictures are just beautiful. And the

most important is that I can see the date from across the room. At the end of the year, I give the

pictures to our local church for the children to use in making cards and posters.

This is a beautiful, large calendar- each page features a full-color, glossy photo of a flower, plus the



date and information about the flower. There are a few botanical illustrations sprinkled throughout,

as well.I get these calendars every year and this year is just as beautiful as previous years. If you

like gardening, or floral images, this is perfect. Highly recommended.

Actually, I have not opened this year's calendar, but based on the one I had for 2014, my

expectations are quite high. All of the pictures are quite beautiful. I appreciate the variety. On one

day, I'll see a close-up view of a gorgeous rose. On another day, I'll see a field of blooms.

Occasionally, I'll see a botanical illustration of an entire flowering plant. This calendar is one of the

joys of getting up early in the morning.

Stunning and beautiful photographs. Each day it's a complete joy to change to the next picture. This

is one of the best daily, desk-calendars I've bought. Obviously it helps if you like flowers :) The size

is awesome too! The pictures are not teeny tiny, they are 6 by 6" and the weekend ones are 6 by

5.5". A real variety of pictures too: close up of single flowers, abundant flowers crowding a path,

wildflowers on a hillside. Also there is always the name of the particular flower provided.. I think I'll

be buying this yearly to help me get through the 4-5monts of winter here.

I purchase this every year for my 87 year old mother. She can't see very well but it is important for

her to know what day it is and day of the week. She loves the surprise of every day and the flowers

are beautiful....very nicely made

GORGEOUS flowers. Paper is substantial weight and the photos are the highest quality. After four

years of buying the Bird version of this calendar, I bought the flower one as a gift, and the recipient

loved it. It's a little burst of sunshine every day.

I don't sneeze with these flowers. They are beautiful and when both side dates havepassed I send

them with female birthday cards to enjoy as well. Another desktop decoration.

Very pretty picture calendar with a stand. But I really preferred the ones they used to make with the

tear off pages. It was not clear when I ordered that this is basically 1/2 pages and must put all to the

back till 1/2 way then turn all around. Do not really care for this setup as I can't use for notes ,etc.
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